
Mom, Dad, Grandparents and Grandkids all on vacation together; sound interesting?  Intergenerational 
vacationing was the top travel trend in 2018 according to the luxury travel network Virtuoso.  Families are 
in search of experiences that create not just great memories but strengthen family bonds.  In a time when 
generations may live hundreds, if not thousands of miles apart, an intergenerational vacation is seen as a 
way for families to come together in a meaningful way.  For other families it is a continuation of a tradition 
that started when now adult children were young and remains a tradition with in-laws and grandchildren.


However, there are some considerations when traveling 
with both seniors and children, so here is a checklist of 
things of which you should be aware.


Schedules and Budgets 
While grandparents can usually travel at any time and 
take advantage of discounted rates, families with 
working parents and school age children are generally 
constrained to the summer vacation or holiday times 
when it can be much more expensive.  Pay attention to 
everyone’s budget and plan a trip that works for all.


Planning 
Someone has to do it!  Pick a family member who can 
research various trips and options and communicate easily with everyone to get buy-in.  Google docs is a 
great way to exchange information with family members, or simply for a group email and shared calendar.  
Or reach out to a travel agent who will put the whole or part of your trip together.  With several generations 
and age groups, having schedules and plans in place means everyone will have something to do all the 
time with no, “What should we do today?” moments.


Make sure there are things to do that will interest everyone.  What pleases a three year old may not be fun 
for a teenager.  And miles of art galleries may be hard on an older person who may tire easily.


Be Considerate of Everyone’s Time 

While grandparents may generously offer to babysit on occasion, don’t assume they are on call all the 
time.  And if seniors want to take a break and just hang out, they should understand that the rest of the 
family may be scattered to other entertainments.
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Medical Information and Important Documents 
Being able to have easy access to medical records and important documents is always a good idea but 
even more important when traveling with seniors.  One way that Potter Financial can help with this is our 
“virtual vault”.  It’s our secure site for clients where all financial as well as medical information can be 
stored safely.  Please check out the article below on how Potter can help you with this important 
service.


Use Account Monitoring Tools 

Have the adults in your party make sure their bank sends alerts when balances reach a certain level or 
notify you when a transaction has been flagged.  This helps prevent identity theft or fraud and prevents 
you from overdrawing accounts.


Pre-paid Cards for Teens 
Giving teens a card with a pre-set amount of money allows them to buy what they want without 
constantly asking.  It’s a good way to keep the peace and not constantly haggle about costs.  It’s also a 
good lesson in finance and budgeting – when the money runs out, that’s it.


Investigate Travel Insurance 

First check your credit cards to see if they offer you any coverage while you are traveling and what 
exactly it is that they provide.  Travel insurance covers many different things from cancellation of flights 
and hotels to medical coverage and emergency travel if needed.    Having unexpected medical costs 
while in a foreign country is a real possibility at any age, but when traveling with seniors and children, it 
may be more likely.  Insurance is worth investigating.


Now that your plans are made, hotels booked, itineraries set, have a wonderful time! 
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Not Traveling?  Spend Time in  
M.F.K. Fisher’s Provence 
Summer is the time to travel, but if you are not getting away this 
summer, you can still go to Provence through this wonderful book by 
Mary Francis Kennedy Fisher.  Fisher was an American food writer who 
lived in France for most of her adult life.  She and her writing have been 
called a “national treasure”.  Here she takes you through the markets, 
gardens and bakeries of Aix-en-Provence and you experience the 
smells and sounds, the taste of fresh eggs, sweet butter, vanilla beans, 
old kirsch and ground almonds.  So, if you are not traveling this 
summer, stroll through Fisher’s Provence with a slice of good cheese 
and a crisp white wine at your side.




Your Personal “Virtual Vault” 
A Secure Site for Financial, Medical and Personal Documents 

At Potter Financial we pay close attention to what is happening in the lives of our clients and one of 
the things that we see over and over is how much personal information we all have.  Wills and other 
legal documents, tax records, medical information, etc. are all part of our lives and may need to be 
available quickly.


If there were an emergency could you or a designated family member quickly access the necessary 
documents and contacts?  What if you are traveling and you become ill or injured, are your important 
records readily obtainable?  


Your online 
“virtual vault” 
consolidates all 
your important 
and vital 
information in one 
secure location. 

It is simple and requires only that you provide us with all your information, we then set up your 
personal vault and digitally organize your information, everything from legal documents (wills, trusts, 
powers of attorney, etc.) to Social Security information, banking, insurance, investments, medical 
records, passports, driver’s license – all the many, many things that are part of our life.  


For Caregivers – making life less complicated 
If you are the primary caregiver for an aging, frail, or ill parent (or other family member) think about how 
important it is to access that person’s financial and medical information. What about their other 
personal information? Social Security, passports, insurance and personal papers. If you are not 
available, the information is easily at hand for other designated family members as well. Think about 
having everything you need for an ill parent in one safe, secure place that you and other designated 
family members can access easily from your computer, tablet or phone. 


An invaluable, personal tool 
My mother’s “personal vault” was invaluable to us as a family. At the beginning of her disease, she 
flew to California to visit my sister who lived there. For my sister, having entry to Mom’s information 
made the trip much easier. It also allowed my “long-distance” sister to remain informed and part of the 
family conversation as my mother’s diseased progressed.


Call us for an appointment to meet and discuss our virtual vault and how it can help you and 
your family, not just for caregiving, but for helping to simplify all our busy lives.





  1816 Front St., Ste. 220,  

Durham, NC 27705 
800-545-5830 x 104 

chipro@potterfinancialgroup.com 
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Securities and advisory services offered through Commonwealth Financial Network®, member FINRA/SIPC, a Registered Investment Advisor.  
Fixed insurance products and services offered through CES Insurance Agency or the Potter Financial Group. Nothing contained herein should be 
construed as tax or legal advice, and should not be relied upon for such.  

Please share this newsletter with friends and colleagues who may be interested in this information.  

                           Chip’s Pro Tips: 
Social Security Survivor Benefits

A Bad Nursery Rhyme 
“Jack, not Jill,  went up the hill, to claim his pale of water. 

Jack fell down, broke his crown and Jill’s income tumbled after.” 

Meet Jill a recent widow needing Social Security advice.


Jill age 59 is coming into the office to discuss Social Security survivor benefits.  She was 
married to Jack who recently died this year after turning age 70.  I explained to Jill that her 
benefit would be determined by the date Jack claimed his retirement benefit.  On the phone Jill 
said she wasn’t sure but found an old SSA statement showing at age 66 Jack’s full benefit was 
to be $2,400/month.      


I told Jill the $2,400 was important but to find out when Jack claimed his benefit.  

Question: 

Without knowing when Jack claimed and 
assuming 1.5% cost of living, what are 
the possible monthly survivor benefits Jill 
could receive when she is eligible?


A.	 $3,352 

B.	 $1,895

C.	 $0.00

D.	 All of the above


Answer: D All of the above! 

Survivor benefits are determined by when 
Jack claimed his benefit AND when Jill 
claims hers.  The range of possibilities are 
wide and will impact the survivor.  


The difference between options A and B is 
$1,457/month and is based on whether Jack 
claimed at age 70 (A) or age 62 (B).  Zero 
benefits for option (C) would occur if Jill 
remarries before age 60, which is the 
earliest age Jill can claim benefits. 


Source: Horsesmouth Savvy Social Security Planning Calculator.
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